(1.1) M = fl (l+-f) (0 < ak Ú ak+1)
fc=i \ "fc/ be an entire function of genus zero with real negative zeros. We denote by the order of such an/, and by n(r)=n(r, 0;f) the number of zeros in the disk |z| _r.
Valiron [14] discovered the following connection between the growth of a function (1.1) and the distribution of its zeros: (1.2) n(r) ~ CrÄ iff log f(r) ~ Or(csc nXy (r-+cc)
where C is a constant and 0 < A < 1. The well-known formula (1. 3) log/(z) = J jA-lj (|argz|<7r) exhibits log/(r) as a linear integral transform of«, so that (1.2) can be viewed as a linear abelian-tauberian theorem of a kind frequently studied. The main purpose of this paper is to prove an analogue of Valiron's theorem in which log/(r) is replaced by T(r) = T(r,f), the Nevanlinna characteristic off. Edrei and Fuchs [2] have shown that, for functions of the form (1.1), T admits the representation ( 
1.4) T(r)= sup I™ p(-> e]N(t)t-rdt
O<0<JI Jo \t ! where N(r) = f n(t)r1 dt, P(t, 9) = 1,, "".f , "
Jo TT t+t i + 2 cos a so that T is a nonlinear integral transform of N.
(a) If 0 á A ¿ \, then N(r) ~ rKL(r). (b) If±£ AS 1 and iffi has the form (1.1), then N(r)~ (sin jrX)rKL(r).
Valiron's theorem is an easy consequence of Wiener's general tauberian theorem [11, p. 78] . Our proof of Theorem 1, part (b), first uses potential theory to "linearize", the problem, then we invoke Wiener's theorem. As far as we know, this is the first application of the general tauberian theorem to a transform of the "sup" type (1.4).
The author had originally proved part (a) of Theorem 1 only for functions of the form (1.1). He thanks the referee for pointing out that the hypothesis of negative zeros is unnecessary, and for indicating the simple proof that appears in §4.
When Theorem 1 is combined with several known tauberian results for entire functions, we obtain a long chain of statements concerning asymptotic behavior of the functions (1.1). Let us say that the function tf> varies regularly with order A if 4>(r)~rxL(r) (r -» oo) for some slowly varying function L; then we have Corollary 1. If f has the form (1.1), then regular variation of order X (0< A< 1) of any one of the functionals n(r,f), N(r,f), T(r,f), log f(r), A(r,f) implies regular variation (of order X) of all of them, and also the existence of a limit (as r -+ oo), which depends only on X,for the ratio of any two of them.
Here the quantity A(r,f) denotes, as usual, the functional defined by Part of Corollary 1 remains true when A=0 or A = 1 ; we examine this situation in §7.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use That regular variation is about the "right" kind of asymptotic behavior to consider in the present context is suggested by the existence of " ratio " tauberian theorems converse to Corollary 1. As one example, Edrei and Fuchs [4], [5] have shown that the existence of Iimr^ " N(r)/T(r) when | < A < 1 implies regular variation of T. Other results along this line have been obtained by Karamata [10], Drasin [1] , and Shea [12] .
The abelian theorem (1.5) and the Edrei-Fuchs ratio theorem in fact hold for the class of meromorphic functions with negative zeros and positive poles. This, together with some examples, leads one to conjecture that iff is such a function, then regular variation of T implies regular variation of both N(r, 0) and N(r, oo), where N(r, 0) = N(r) as used above, and N(r, oo) is the analogous counting function for the poles off. The integral representation becomes T(r) = sup P [P(r/t, B)N(t, 0) +P(r/t, n-9)N(t, oo)]r " » dt o<e<it Jo so that an affirmative answer to the conjecture would perhaps constitute a unique sort of tauberian theorem. It does not appear possible to adapt our proof of Theorem 1 to this more complicated problem.
2. Lemmas for convolutions and slowly varying functions. Our proofs make use of the notations
2) 4>x * Vxix) -P Mx-yWÁy) dy (-00 < x < 00), J -OO where the integrals are assumed to exist in the Lebesgue sense. Note that, when </>x(x)=</,(e*) and Wl(x)^W(ex), then </> # xY(e*)=<f>1 * Vx(x).
The following well-known facts about convolutions on (0, 00) will be used in the sequel : if H and K are both integrable on (0, 00) with respect to r "1 dt, then so is H # K. Further, the Mellin transform Ñ(x)= P K^f't-'dt satisfies (H#KT(x) = H(x)tt(x) (-00 < x < 00).
We shall use the general tauberian theorem in the following form [7, p. 286 ].
Wiener's Theorem. Suppose that /•OO g is real, g e Loe(0, 00), and \K(t)\t "x dt < 00. Jo Explicitly, condition (SD) means that, given £>0, there exists o0>l and r0 such that g(ar)-g(r)> -e holds whenever 1 ¿a¿a0 and r>r0. We shall say that such functions are slowly decreasing.
The following "cancellation lemma" appears to be new. It often provides a convenient tool for "eliminating" the slowly varying term L(r) in the proof of an abelian or tauberian theorem. Lemma 1. Suppose that L varies slowly, g £ L°°(0, co), and K satisfies (2.3) f \K(t)\t-at-1dt+ i" \K(t)\tat-1dt < oo for some a > 0. Then
Here the term Lg denotes pointwise multiplication. The existence of (Lg) # K follows from (2.3), as we shall show below. We have also implicitly assumed that L is measurable, but since any slowly varying function can be written [10, p. 45], and since all our main results are about asymptotic equivalence at +oo, we may as well assume that all our slowly varying functions are of the form (2.6) L(r) = e exp ( f e(t)t 'x dt\, where e(t) is bounded and measurable on (0, oo), vanishes for t< 1, and satisfies (2.5).
From (2.6) it is clear that L(ar)/L(r) -^ 1 (r ->-oo) uniformly for a e [a, b] (0<a<b<co).
In our proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we shall need the following slightly stronger statement concerning uniform convergence. and such that lim sup
Proof. L(r) has the form (2.6), and the lemma is trivial if e(t)=0 for all sufficiently large t. Otherwise, Put xn -A(«) (n-1, 2,...), and notice that
The lemma follows from the choice rn = exp (xn). Proof of Lemma 1. We first prove the existence of (Lg) # K. Set </>(x)=L(e*) = cexp(^\(t)dt}, where by (2.6) -n(t) = e(et) is in L°°( -oo, oo), vanishes for t < 0, and tends to 0 at +oo. Let y>0 be given, and choose Xx such that [ij(r)| <y/2 (r>.v1). Then iogül = l£h(o|í/í í 2lx-fi whenever xt ¿ x < t or Xx á f á x, and similarly
If we choose x0 > Xi such that
s:
we deduce that (2.7) m á tow-« holds for all t e (-oo, oo) when .x^.x0. Now set Q(x) = K(e*), /j(.x) « g(e*), A(x, t) = </>(t)l<f>(x)-1. 
Jxn-l
Since heL°°, the two middle integrals are o(l) (n-»oo) because of (2.9) and (2.8), and the last integral is likewise because of (2.10) and the condition Q eL1.
Hence ((<f>h) * Q)/tf>=g * Q + o(l) at +co, and this is equivalent to (2.4). In our convolutions, the "bounded factor" g will often be of a special form. The following asserts that such functions satisfy the hypothesis (SD) of Wiener's theorem; its proof is an immediate consequence of the definition.
Lemma 3. Suppose g(t) -G(t)/txL(t) <=LX(0, oo) with G nondecreasing, L slowly varying, and A ^ 0. Then g is slowly decreasing.
It is convenient to have on hand the following little abelian theorem, whose proof may easily be supplied by the reader. where the integration is taken over any path which avoids the negative real axis. In particular, if z=rew, with 0< 9<n, we can integrate along the real axis from 0 to r, then along |£| =r, and use the fact that logf(x) is real to get (3.2) Im f(re'9) = -f log \f(reu)\ dt (0 Ï 9 < ir). and log+ .x = max (log x, 0). Now iff has the form (1.1), it is easy to show that, when r is fixed shows that (4.1) still holds.
From Jensen's formula, the definition (3.7) of T(r), the Edrei-Fuchs Lemma, and (4.1), it follows that (4.2) 0 < T(rn) -N(rn) « 1 J" ^ log |/(rBe») | -1 dB ^ 11 r(2rn, jj ■ en, with Hmn-.ao e"=0.
We can assume that/(0)=l, so that T(r, l/f) = T(r,f) = T(r). Moreover, from T(r)~r*L(r) follows T(2r) = 0(T(r)). So from (4.2) we deduce lim m -L n-oo T(rn)
The sequence {rn} was arbitrary, thus N(r)~T(r), which is the desired conclusion which completes the proof of (5.5).
The next step in the proof is to replace the "0" statement (5.5) by a "o" statement. We will call upon potential theory to show that (5.12) lim P(z) =1 (|0| < tt), lim P(z) = 0 (t < -1).
Moreover, the identity arg ((it-l)/(it+1)) = 2 cot-1 t (t > 0, 0 < arg < w, 0 < cot-1 < n/2)
shows that (5.13) P(x) = (2/7r)cot-1((x1/2-x-1,2)/2) < 8x-1,2/7r (jc > 16).
The boundary of each domain Dn defined by (5.3) consists of the four arcs {|z| = rn, |argz| < ß(rn)}, {\z\ = rn+3, |argz| á ß(rn+3)}, {ré** :rn£r<rn+3}, {re"««« : rn ï r ï rn+3}.
We denote by y-y(n) the union of the first two arcs, and by ß=ß(n) the union of the latter two. (Since perhaps ß(r)-ir for some r's, the arcs in ß may coincide in whole or in part, but this will not affect our arguments.) The sets y and ß intersect only at the four (or fewer) "corner points" rn exp (±iß(rn)), rn+3 exp (± iß(rn+3)).
Putting vn(z) = P(z/rn)+P(rn+3/z) (rn < \z\ < rn+3, |argz| < if), we see that vn is harmonic and positive on Dn, and it follows from (5.12) that lim vn(z) exists as z tends to any noncorner point of the boundary. Also lim vAz) > 1 (£ e y(n), £ not a corner), (5.14) »-< lim v"(z) ^ 0 (Ceß(n), £ not a corner).
2-»i
From the definition (5.4) and from (3.10), we have un(r exp (±iß(r))) > log ^g^ = log ^ + log^ (r, ú r Ú rn + 3).
So, if we fix e > 0, by (5.2) and the original hypothesis there exists nx such that (5.15) Mm inf un(z) > -e (Ç e j?(n), n £ Hi).
We assume that nx is larger than the n0 of (5.5). Then (5.5), (5.14) and (5.15) show that lim inf mvn(z) + un(z) + e > 0 (n ^ n,.)
for every noncorner boundary point Ç, of £>". In addition, The rest of the proof consists of preparations for and applications of Wiener's theorem.
Suppose first that ¿< A< 1. Define g(t) = N(t)/txL(t), and put log/(r) S 3T(2r).
[December
That -Q/L is slowly decreasing follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that Q is decreasing. 6 . Proof of Corollary 1. Throughout this section, "~" denotes asymptotic equivalence as the independent variable tends to infinity, and L denotes a slowly varying function.
Consider the diagram N log/ in which an arrow from X to Y is read "if X varies regularly, then so does Y". We shall verify the existence of the implications (l)-(5).
(1 Thus, if N (or log/) varies slowly, then by (7.2) (or (7. 3)) and the inequality N(r)^T(r)^logf (r) we see that N(r)~T(r)~logf(r). In the proof, L always stands for a slowly varying function, and " ~ " means asymptotic equivalence as the independent variable tends to infinity. Here " regular variation " is always of order 1.
Proof of (a). Statement (2) of §6 still holds, i.e. n(r)~rL(r) iff N(r)~rL(r).
Consider again Q(r)=$T* (N(t)/t2) dt. If N varies regularly, then Q varies slowly [6, p. 272] . Using 
